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ABSTRACT A surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based photonic crystal fiber (PCF) sensor having a milled

microchannel, and an open D-channel has been proposed in this paper. The sensor shows good functionality

in the wide sensing range of 1.14-1.36 Refractive Index Units (RIU) of the analyte, having the capability

to detect low refractive index (RI). The Finite Element Method (FEM) based numerical investigations

dictate that the proposed sensor has been able to gain a maximum wavelength sensitivity of 53,800 nm/RIU

according to the wavelength interrogation technique. The amplitude interrogations show that the sensor has

the highest amplitude sensitivity of 328 RIU−1. The highest FOM (Figure of Merit) has been found to be

105 RIU−1. The sensor evinces a minimum wavelength resolution of 1.86× 10−6 RIU, which secures high

detection accuracy. A circular perfectly matched layer (PML) is implemented in the sensor’s outermost

layer as a boundary condition to absorb surface radiations. Gold is the plasmonic metal, while TiO2 acts as

the adhesive layer for gold attachment on silica. Due to the high sensitivity with a broad range of analyte

detection, the sensor is well suited for practical biochemical detection purposes.

INDEX TERMS Broad sensing range, low analyte refractive index, plasmonic oscillations, wavelength

sensitivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

A photon coupling to an exciton gives rise to a polariton

at the right frequency. The plasmonic oscillations occurring

on a metal surface produce surface plasmonic waves (SPW).

SPWs can occur in a metal-dielectric interface when pho-

tons with the right energy are absorbed under resonance

conditions. This optical phenomenon has been engineered

to act like a biosensor for biochemical analyte detection

purposes. The SPR technology has shown good promise as

a new optically advanced sensing scheme for its dynamic

applications. These applications include temperature sens-

ing [1], chemical sensing [2], label-free applications [3],

and many more. With the advancement of the fabrication
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technology, porous silica formation has been employed for

sensing purposes [4]. SPR based PCF has found its way

to widespread applications in biological implications. It has

been reported that cancer cell detection is possible with this

SPR based PCF biosensor [5]. Early detection of blood cancer

is also reported in [6]. Recently, it has been reported that

using plasmonic photothermal effect (PPT) in combination

with localized SPR (LSPR), the genetic and nucleic acid

testing of the coronavirus is possible [7]. It indicates Covid19

detection with more precision than the routinely utilized

RT-PCR (Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction)

technique. The LSPR peak shifts have been reported to be

utilized previously to detect the neurotoxin, ADDL (Amyloid

β-derived diffusion ligand) related toAlzheimer’s disease [8].

Refractive index detection of low carbon alcohols, such as

methanol, ethanol, butanol, propanol, and phenol is possible
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using PCF SPR sensors [9]. In this work, the specific alco-

holic analytes that are mentioned here are sensed based on

SPR such that, the analytes are detected solely based on their

refractive index. The highest wavelength sensitivity of the

lattice design is 40,000 nm/RIU. However, the transmittance

profile depicts that, there has been multiple resonance in the

same wavelength for the same analyte, which puts forward a

detection hindrance.

Plasmonic metals like gold and silver are most com-

monly used in designing biosensors with the SPR technology,

because of the inter-band transitions as the metals are the

noble ones. Gold is more preferred due to its higher chem-

ical stability and higher resonance wavelength peak shifts.

One of the most sensitive photonic crystal designs with only

circular arrangements has been proposed in [10], where the

highest wavelength sensitivity, Sλ is 28,000nm/RIU and the

maximum amplitude sensitivity SA is 6829 RIU−1. The RI

sensing range of the analyte lies in 1.33-1.42 RI. However,

with the advancement of the fabrication technology, differ-

ent D-shaped open channel PCF-SPR sensors have been

designed, which show higher sensitivity with a broad ana-

lyte sensing range. A novel D-shape design has been pro-

posed that shows the highest Sλ = 11055 nm/RIU within

1.20-1.29 RI of analytes [11]. Another team of researchers

modified the airhole orientation of the design in recent years

to gain a maximum Sλ = 20,000nm/R.I.U [12]. in the broad

analyte sensing range 1.18-1.36 RI, capable of detecting low

RI of analytes. However, their sensitivities are moderate in

comparison to the most recent advancements in PCF SPR

sensor designs. For accelerating the enhancement of the ana-

lyte’s coupling more with the incident light wave guided

through the core region, dual D-shape open-channel designs

have also been proposed [13]. However, the wavelength sen-

sitivity is quite low in the analyte sensing range 1.33-1.39 RI.

Several dual D-shape open channels have been modeled, but

the sensitivity did not reach moderately high values with

respect to the different sensing ranges [14]–[16]. A circu-

larly slotted multiple D-channel design has been proposed,

which shows the highest Sλ = 16,000nm/RIU in the sensing

range 1.40-1.46 RI [17]. Though the D-shape designs have

introduced more volume of the analyte to interact with the

core, the photonic crystal orientation did not support the

lattice design to reach moderately high sensitivity values.

All these lattice designs have been modeled, and the numer-

ical explorations have been conducted using the FEM. Very

fewworks have been conducted previously, which show good

sensitivity with analyte RI changes. Similar work with a sen-

sor design has been proposed and fabricated with moderate

sensitivity [18].

The PCF sensor design introduced in this work utilizes an

open D-channel along with a U-shaped deep groove chan-

nel to form the lattice design. Airhole arrangements have

been carefully designed such that the periodic variations

of the refractive index of airholes result in good coupling.

Gold is the plasmonic metal with TiO2 as the adhesive

layer, which attaches gold with silica and enhances the

evanescent field’s effect on the surface plasmons. The sen-

sor has a broad refractive index sensing range of analytes

ranging from 1.14-1.36 RI, capable of detecting lower refrac-

tive index analytes. Any type of optically isotropic liquid

analyte with refractive index within our detectable sensing

range 1.14-1.36 RI is possible to be detected and sensed

with our lattice design structure with high sensitivity. The

highest wavelength sensitivity has been ascertained to be

53,800 nm/RIU, with the highest SA = 328 RIU−1. This is

the highest spectral sensitivity that has been achieved in this

broad analyte sensing range to the best of our knowledge,

capable of detecting very low refractive indices of analytes.

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

As mentioned earlier, a photon coupling to an exciton pro-

duces a polariton, which is a part-light part-matter quasi-

particle. This light-matter interactive optical phenomenon is

responsible for the optical energy to be absorbed to create

electronic oscillations in a metal. The metallic nanoparticles

act as the quantum well, where the photon energy is utilized

to create an electron-hole pair, which again gives up its

energy to convert back to photons. In the presence of a metal-

dielectric interface, when an electromagnetic wave falls on

it, maximum optical energy is transferred from the incoming

light to the surface electronic oscillations on themetal, known

as surface plasmons at resonance condition. SPR can be

achieved with the right wavelength of the electromagnetic

(EM) wave entering the rightly suited crystal orientation of

the PCF waveguide. SPWs give rise to the electric field

generated at the interface. SPWs travel forward along with

the interface. This corresponds to propagation constant [19]

β =
ω

c

√

ǫMǫD

ǫM + ǫD
(1)

Here,ω is the angular frequency, c is the velocity of light. The

metal and the dielectric medium have permittivity ǫM and ǫD.

The phases coincide when the propagation constants of

the incident light wave and the SPWs coincide. This leads

to the matching of the frequency and the momentum of

both the waves. Maximum modal power is delivered at this

resonance condition. This causes the propagation loss to get

elevated at resonant wavelengths due to the leaky gaussian

nature of the core mode under such conditions. This con-

finement loss has a linear relation with effective mode index

imaginary part Im(neff ) [10]

CL = 8.686 × k0 × Im
(

neff
)

× 104 (dB/cm) (2)

where, k0 =
2π
λ

is the wave number in the free area.

III. MODELLING AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The representational model of the sensor is illustrated

in Figure 1(a). The combination of a D-shape channel and

a milled deep groove microchannel placed at the top and

bottom of the sensor forms up the sensor design. Airholes

have been arranged with four different diameters marked as

da1, da2, da3, and da4 with a square lattice around the center
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FIGURE 1. (a) Geometry and (b) experimental setup for making the
sensor functional.

of the sensor. For better internment of the electric field in the

core, air holes have been placed incrementally from inwards

to outwards. Two different airholes with diameters of da1
and da2 are placed separately just under the D shape channel

and above the U-shaped deep groove, respectively. These

airholes assist in creating a stable core mode with respect

to λ alterations of the incoming EM wave. The D-channel

and the groove’s apex are coated with gold, which is the

plasmonic metal, along with an adhesive layer of TiO2. Gold

shows poor attachment with silica. So, we have introduced

the adhesive layer. TiO2 helps gold to boost up the sensing

performance by elevating the surface plasmonic excitation.

Because of TiO2 having higher RI, when it is allocated on

the sensor surface, it can create better coupling between

photons and polaritons. The ideal airhole parameters found

after proper anatomization of the design are da1 = 1.27µm,

da2 = 1.20µm, da3 = 1.65µm, and da4 = 2.2µm. The

distance between two airholes is marked as pitch, 3 which

is kept at 2.9µm. The suitable thickness of gold and TiO2 for

both the D channel and the deep groove is kept at 80nm and

9nm, respectively. The D channel radius is 2.40µm, and the

U-shaped deep groove has a height of 4.83µm and a width

of 1.67µm. The stack and draw technique supports the forma-

tion of the square lattice airholes [20], where pulsed lasers can

be utilized to form the microchannels [21]. The side polishing

method is an effective way of fiber polishing [22]. Chemi-

cal vapor deposition and atomic layer deposition allows the

formation of nano-metallic layers with minimized surface

roughness [23]. A femtosecond laser can create microchan-

nels in optical fibers [24]. Focused ion beaming to cre-

ate deep groove milled microchannels has been reported

earlier [25].

Fused silica is employed as the base material because of

its low absorption loss as well as high mechanical strength.

The Sellmeier’s equation dictates the fused silica RI, ηsi [26]:

η2si (λ) = 1 +
B1λ

2

λ2 − C1
+

B2λ
2

λ2 − C2
+

B3λ
2

λ2 − C3
(3)

where B1,B2,B3,C1,C2,C3 are the Sellmeier constants

for silica. Numerical values of each constant are B1 =

0.696163, B2 = 0.4079426, B3 = 0.8974794, C1 =

4.67914 × 10−3µm2, C2 = 1.3512 × 10−2 µm2 and

C3 = 97.934 µm2 [5].

The RI of gold can be calculated as [10]:

n2Au (λ) = ǫd = ǫ∞ −
ω2
D

ω (ω + jγD)
−

1ǫ�2
L

(ω2
− �2

L) + jŴLω

(4)

where ǫ∞ = 5.9673 is the permittivity of gold at a high fre-

quency. ωD, γD, ŴL, �L are the plasma frequency, damping

frequency, spectral width, and oscillator strength of Lorentz

oscillators, respectively. All the parameters for the above

equation are taken from [10].

A thin TiO2 layer is placed between gold and silica

for strengthening the attachment of gold with silica. TiO2

also raises the interaction between surface plasmons and

its joining material, gold. The RI of titanium oxide can be

expressed as [10]:

n2TiO2
= 5.913 +

2.441 × 107

(λ2 − 0.803 × 107)
(5)

where nTiO2
is the wavelength-dependent RI of TiO2.

The whole numerical analysis has been carried out using

Comsol Multiphysics as a simulation tool. The total fiber

radius is kept at 12.2µm with a non-physical PML having a

thickness of 1.2µm. The PML acts like a boundary condition

which absorbs surface radiations and reflected light at the

boundary. The PML’s physical and the optical properties are

kept the same as the base fiber material of the sensor to avoid

a significant effect on sensing performance.

An experimental setup for the sensor’s practical under-

standing is depicted in Figure 1 (b) as a resemblance. Broad-

band or super-continuum light source can be utilized and

passed through a polarizer. A polarizer controller can also be

used to have linearly polarized light. The polarized light can

enter into single-mode fiber (SMF) via the splicing technique.

An analyte channel has been introduced in our sensor at

the outer layer, which eases the analyte’s inlet and outlet.

A pump can control the inlet and outlet. SPR establishes a

binding environment between the ligands of the plasmonic

metal and the analyte, which gives relocation of resonance

peak resulting in either a blue or redshift of the response

curve. An optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) can be used to

sense the wavelength shifts, and a computer can be utilized

to analyze the output.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

A. WAVELENGTH INTERROGATION METHOD

The core and the SPP mode’s field profiles are shown in

Fig. 2 (a) and (b). Because of the lattice structure’s precise
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FIGURE 2. Electric field profile of the (a) core mode (b) SPP mode and (c)
the resonance coupling.

FIGURE 3. The real part of the effective index of the core mode(blue),
SPP mode (red) and confinement loss of the core mode (green) with
respect to wavelength alterations.

photonic crystal orientation, the incident light is guided

through the core. The evanescent field of the core guided

mode causes the energy leakage from the guided EM wave

to the SPWs. At the phase-matching condition, the highest

energy content is transferred from the core mode to the SPP

mode, which is portrayed by the resonance coupling mode in

Fig. 2(c). The square lattice design with increasing diameter

from inwards to outwards with a D-channel and a deep groove

at the bottom better interlinks the evanescent waves from

the core to the polaritons. This enhances the coupling for

a broad range of refractive indexes of the analytes as more

analyte volume can interact with the core guiding light. The

plasmonic metal introduced at the deep groove’s apex lets the

evanescent field interact with lesser damping. Fig. 3 shows

the dispersion relations, the real part of the refractive indices

of the core and the SPP mode, along with the confinement

loss curve. The crossing of the real parts of both the modes

dictates that incomplete coupling has taken place for the

lattice design. The crossing ensures the phase matching of the

EM wave with the SPW. The wavelength of the incident EM

wave at the point of the crossing is the resonant wavelength.

Any kind of minuscule changes in the analyte causes the opti-

cal properties of the analyte to change as well, particularly,

the refractive index. Hence, the RI alteration of the analyte

causes the overall effective mode index to change, which

FIGURE 4. Loss curves for analyte refractive index variations (a) 1.14-1.20
(b) 1.21-1.28 and (c) 1.29-1.36.

causes the crossing to take place at different wavelengths.

That is, the resonant wavelength shifts with the analyte RI

alterations. From Fig. 4, it is evident that the loss curves show

red shiftingwith the increment in the analyte RI. The probable

cause for the red shifting of the resonant wavelength, λ is that

higher RI of analyte on the periphery causes the damping of

the plasmonic waves. This causes the propagation constants

to decrease, resulting in the refractive index matching at

higher wavelengths.

FIGURE 5. Loss curves for diameter variations (a) da1 (b) da2 (c) da3 and
pitch (d) variations at 1.34RI of the analyte.

The fabrication tolerance has been studied on the lattice

design numerically. The airhole diameter da1, da2, and da3
variations are elucidated in Fig. 5 (a), (b), (c). The tolerance of

da1 has a greater effect on the sensor response. As it directly

lies in between the core and the metal-dielectric interface,
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decreasing this airhole diameter causes greater energy trans-

fer between photon and polariton, resulting in better coupling.

da2 variations have a lesser effect on the loss curves as the

surface plasmons are lesser in the groove’s apex. D-shaped

channel diameter is kept at 4.8µm and U-shaped groove

width is kept at 1.67µm in our work. From these two values,

it is evident that generation of the evanescent field and the

amount of surface plasmons are much higher in the D-shaped

dielectric interface than that of the U-shaped groove dielec-

tric interface because of the D-shaped channel having much

higher area. da2 airhole is placed just above the U-shaped

groove, where the amount of surface plasmons and their

coupling with the generated evanescent field is not high. For

this reason, we have not seen any significant changes in the

loss curves in Fig. 5(b) althoughwe have varied da2 by almost

±8.35%. On the contrary, da1 airhole is placed just under

the D-shaped channel where the amount of surface plasmons

and generation of evanescent field is high. Hence, we saw

a significant change in loss curves in Fig. 5(a) although we

varied da1 only by ±3.9%. It can be added that the presence

of da1 and da2 comes off with great significance for confining

light in the core. Without these airholes, a stable core mode

cannot be obtained with respect to sweeping the wavelength

of the incoming light.

The increment of da3 causes a slight red-shifting of the

curve. Pitch variations have a negligible effect on the energy

transfer between the two modes, as depicted in Fig.5 (d).

However, the resonant wavelength shows blue shifting with

an increment in the pitch, 3. As the gap between the airholes

is increased, the confinement of light in the core decreases,

which excites the surface plasmons a little lesser. The perfor-

mance of the sensor corresponding to analyte RI variations

has been tabulated in Table 1. According to the wavelength

interrogations, the wavelength sensitivity parameter evalu-

ates the sensing response of the sensor, which is primarily

dependent on the resonance λ peak shifts. This shifting of

the loss curve is peaked by a spectrometer at the output to

detect the analyte changes. The wavelength sensitivity, Sλ is

defined [10]

Sλ[nm/RIU ] =
1λ

1na
(6)

where, 1λ is the peak wavelength shifts and 1na denotes to

successive analyte RI changes. The sensor’s highest Sλ for the

analyte changes from 1.35-1.36RI, which is 53,800nm/RIU.

The Sλ increases non-linearly from lower analyte RI to the

higher ones.

For the least possible detection of spectral shifting, the sen-

sor wavelength resolution evaluates the sensor response with

respect to the analyte alterations [27]

R = 1na1λmin/1λpeakRIU (7)

where, 1λmin = 0.1nm is considered as the minimum spec-

tral resolution [10]. The R is inversely proportional to Sλ. The

proposed sensor exhibits an R of 1.859 × 10−6 RIU.

TABLE 1. Sensor performance within sensing range.

Fig. 6 (a) and (b) show the effect of metal layer variations

on the sensor response’s loss curves. An increase in the

gold layer dimensions causes the coupling to decrease by

a small amount. Also, the resonant λ is blue-shifted as the

propagation constant of the plasmonic wave increases due to

greater plasmonic oscillations. The increment of the titanium

oxide layer enhances the coupling, followed by red-shifting.

This will keep on increasing with the TiO2 layer thickness.

A very high thickness will cause high losses, which limit

the sensing length, causing fabrication impediments. Hence,

we prefer an ideal thickness of around 9nm. Fig. 6(c) and (d)

portray the loss curve shifting for the analyte RI change from

1.33 to 1.34 RI. The two figures reveal the Sλ = 8200nm/RIU

and Sλ = 8600nm/RIU without using TiO2 and with using

TiO2 along with gold respectively. That is, usage of TiO2

ameliorates the sensitivity. In addition to this, the detection

accuracy increases for using TiO2 as the Figure of Merit

(FOM) is improved. This occurs for the reduction of the

Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian loss

curves as the two quantities are reciprocal to each other.
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FIGURE 6. Loss curves for metal layer thickness variations at analyte
index 1.34RI for (a) TiO2 (b) gold (c) loss curve shifting for the analyte
index alteration from 1.33 to 1.34RI, without TiO2 and (d) loss curve
shifting for the analyte index alteration from 1.33 to 1.34RI, with TiO2.

The same is true for the whole sensing range of the sensor.

TiO2 is significant as an adhesive layer for gold attachment

on silica. It is important that this additional adhesive layer

does not intervene with the sensing potential of the sensor.

The didactic inference from Fig. 6(c) and (d) suggests that

TiO2 further enhances the sensitivity instead of impeding it.

Hence, we promote the usage of this adhesive layer alongwith

the plasmonic metal.

B. AMPLITUDE INTERROGATION METHOD

Amplitude sensitivity, SA is another significant cost-effective

means of judging the sensor performance. An OSA measures

the resonant wavelength shifts. However, the output light

intensity measured at different input EM wavelengths varies

with the analyte RI alterations. The output intensity shows

dips with the subsequent rise in the confinement loss. This

output intensity is measured by a photodetector, which is a

cheap means of getting viable output for detecting analytes.

Good SA readings of any sensor pave the way for the sensor

to be used with a photodetector to get good transmittance

curve dips at the resonant λ. Fig. 7 (a) and (b) show the SA
shifts with RI variations. Increasing the analyte RI causes

the SA curves to be red-shifted with a non-linear rise in the

sensitivity. The SA is stated as [28]

SA (λ)

[

RIU−1
]

= −
1

α (λ, na)

δα (λ, na)

δna
(8)

where, α (λ, na) is the confinement loss for any analyte RI,

δna is the successive analyte RI difference and δα (λ, na) is

the difference of the loss obtained for consecutive analyte RI.

The highest SA of the sensor is found to be 328 RIU−1.

The effect of metal layer thickness variations has been

studied on the SA and depicted in Fig. 8 (a) and (b).

FIGURE 7. Amplitude Sensitivity curves for analyte index sensing range
(a) 1.20-1.27 RI and (b) 1.28-1.35 RI.

FIGURE 8. Amplitude Sensitivity curves with respect to (a) gold layer
thickness variations (b) TiO2 layer thickness variations, (c) pitch
variations and (d) channel variations on the loss curve.

The increment of the gold layer, and the TiO2 layer causes the

resonance λ to shift, causing the amplitude sensitivity curves

to shift. Increasing the gold layer causes the blue shifting

of the amplitude sensitivity curve and increasing the TiO2

layer causes red-shifting. As mentioned earlier, an increment

of the pitch results in the blue shifting of the resonance λ.

This results in the blue shifting of the SA curve as shown

in Fig. 8(c).

Fig. 8(d) elucidates the effects of the channel area vari-

ations on the sensor response. It is evident that, with the

increase of channel radius the loss increases, followed by

slight redshifts. As the channel area increases, more analyte

volume can interact with more surface plasmons on the metal.

This causes more energy transfer at the resonance conditions.

C. COMPARATIVE DISCUSSION

Table 2 comes forward with a relativistic study of the pro-

posed sensor with respect to the other proposed designs in

terms of the Sλ and the analyte RI sensing range. All the other
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TABLE 2. Comparison of the sensor performance with other recent
publications.

references are proposed designs of PCF SPR sensors, based

on FEM, whose results have been numerically investigated.

Our proposed lattice design has been able to gain a very

high sensitivity in terms of wavelength interrogations for a

very wide analyte sensing range. The wide analyte sensing

range includes any liquid analyte having a refractive index

range of 1.14-1.36 RI. References [12], [34]–[36] illustrate

sensor works targeted for low analyte RI detections. However,

with our non-linear rise of wavelength sensitivity, the sens-

ing readings are much higher in a broader sensing range

of analytes. A higher maximum sensitivity leads to rising

slopes when going from any low RI analyte to the higher

one. This indicates the improvement of the average sensitivity

of the sensor for the whole sensing range. The compara-

tive analysis with the other published lattice design works

shows different lattice shapes with various photonic crystal

arrangements. However, such types of proposed models lack

the precise arrangement for the guided photons to couple with

the polaritons for a broad sensing range, such that the sensi-

tivity to the analyte RI alteration is high enough within the

working range. The milled channel introduced with the open

D-channel and the enhanced form of the well-calibrated pho-

tonic crystal lattice design have produced the desired results

that have been necessary for the domain of PCF-SPR sensor

works.

D. SENSOR EVALUATION

The sensor shows a non-linear rise in the resonant wavelength

loss values for the increment of the incident wavelength.

This has been shown in Fig. 9(a). Fig. 9(b) portrays the

sensing length of the sensor with respect to the analyte index

alterations.

FIGURE 9. Response of the sensor for analyte RI alterations in terms of
(a) confinement loss at resonant λ (b) sensing length of the sensor and
(c) resonant λ.

The actual sensing length for such sensors has a reciprocal

relationship with the confinement loss at the resonant λ [32].

L =
1

α(λ, na)
(9)

Greater confinement loss impedes the practical realization of

the sensor as it decreases its sensing length. This makes it

harder for the practical analysis of the sensor when splicing

with fibers at the input and the output. The proposed sensor

shows a maximum CL = 75.92 dB/cm, which is reason-

ably low in comparison to the other sensor works previously

done. The sensor shows a non-linear rise in the resonant λ

with increasing RI of analytes. A polynomial is fitted to the

5th order for the resonant λ increment with the analyte alter-

ations in the increasing order, as illustrated in Fig. 9(c). This

gives the characteristic polynomial equation for the sensing

performance. Polynomial fitting accuracy largely depends on

two factors; 1. Adjusted R2 value and 2. Root mean square

error (Root MSE). A polynomial fit is considered to be the

most accurate when the adjusted R2 value is close to 1 and

the Root MSE is close to 0. A 5th order polynomial fit gives

the most accurate fitting in terms of these two factors. It has

been also highlighted in Fig. 9(c).

A better Figure of merit (FOM) can improve the sensor

response in terms of realizing the output response from the
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unwanted noise signals. The FOM is reciprocal to the full

width of the half maximum (FWHM) of the gaussian sensor

response [10].

FOM =
Sλ

FWHM
(10)

The highest figure of merit for the sensor design is

105 RIU−1. The figure of merit improves for the increase

in wavelength sensitivity at higher analyte RI. However, the

FWHM consequently decreases with analyte RI increments.

FIGURE 10. Resonant wavelength and corresponding loss as a function of
(a) da1, (b) da2 and (c) da3.

The study of the optical physics behind the loss curve

shifts in Fig. 5 and 6, as mentioned earlier, can directly lead

to Fig. 11 and 12. Fig. 10(a) reveals that the sensor shows

almost a linear response with equal negative slopes for the

resonant λ and the corresponding loss for increasing the diam-

eter da1. The same goes for da2 with rising slope, depicted in

Fig. 10(b). Fig. 10(c) shows a reciprocal relationship between

resonant λ and loss for da3. Fig. 11(a) focuses the same

for the gold layer thickness increments. Increasing gold film

thickness results in the change of resonant λ and loss with

negative slope. TiO2 thickness changes them with positive

slopes, the slope of resonant λ being a bit higher, as shown

in Fig. 11(b). Fig. 11 (c) illustrates that there exists almost

a reciprocal relationship between the two variables under

study for pitch variations. Fig. 11(d) elucidates the changes

on them having almost equal positive slopes for the increasing

D-channel radius. These relationships give an intuitive idea

of the sensor response with respect to the parameters under

study, revealing more about the fabrication tolerance.

V. ANECDOTE FOR FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

As inferred previously, the quality simulation works and

their numerical investigations give a broad spectrum of data

and knowledge about how to go about with the geomet-

rical features, such that the experimental researchers can

correlate more about the geometry of the design and the

FIGURE 11. Resonant wavelength and corresponding loss as a function of
(a) gold thickness, (b) TiO2 thickness, (c) pitch and (d) channel radius.

sensor response. With a view to achieving that, wave-

length sensitivity and the amplitude sensitivity have been

extensively studied. Lower birefringence peak shift study is

another way to go about judging the sensor response [27].

However, the sensitivity enhancement factor (SEF) comes

forward from a pragmatic point of view in judging the sensor

response [37]. It gives a better estimation of the content

of the target molecules required for obtaining a detectable

signal by selective localization in the strong fields. Besides, in

surface enhanced Raman scattering sensors, substrates with

high SEFs are desired [38]. Analysis of a PCF SPR sensor in

terms of SEF has not been yet carried out. But it is matter of

concern to study in our future works.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, a milled deep groove has been introduced into

the fiber sensor design with an open D-channel. This results

in more volume of the analyte to interact with the core mode.

This broadens the analyte sensing capability of the sensor,

ranging from 1.14-1.36 RI. The plasmonic oscillations occur-

ring in very close proximity of the stable core mode, due to

the lattice design’s geometric orientations result in improved

spectral sensitivity. The highest wavelength sensitivity is

53,800 nm/RIU with the highest amplitude sensitivity of 328

RIU−1. High sensitivity having such a broad sensing range

makes the sensor design suitable for dynamic biochemical

detections.
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